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Size 1 box

Contents Diaries, medical patrol reports, correspondence, and miscellaneous papers on administration and public health in Papua New Guinea.

Date range 1949 to 1958

Biography Lloyd C. Yelland was a medical assistant with the Papua New Guinea Department of Public Health in the 1950s

Notes Open access

Box 1

Folder 1 [Formerly catalogued at F1973]

Folder 2 [Formerly catalogued at F1974]

Folder 3 [Formerly catalogued at F1975]

Folder 4


Folder 5


Tari medical patrol report no 3 1953/1954, land occupied by the Hambuari tribe, the area between the Houariba and Huriba ranges and the southern slopes of the Porame Ridge by L.C. Yelland, Medical Assistant. [1], 9, [4] leaves; 33 cm. Typescript (photocopy). Last four leaves contain statistical tables and map. Accompanied by: letter (photocopy), L.C. Yelland, 13 Jul 1954 to Director, Dept. of Public Health. [Formerly catalogued at F1984]

Folder 6